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1.1

OBJECTIVE

After studying this Unit you will be able to:



1.2

Explain the Brahmanic and Shramanic traditions in Indian Political Thought.
Discuss the new social and religious movements brought about by the
Shramanic Traditions.
Analyze the impacts of Shramanic Traditions.
INTRODUCTION: TRADITIONS OF PRE-COLONIAL INDIAN
POLITICAL THOUGHT

There is probably more diversity of religions in India than anywhere on the earth.
Apart from having representations from almost all the major religions of the world,
India was also the birthplace of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism. It was
also the home to one of the oldest religions of the world named Zoroastrianism. While
India is the cradle of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism, Islam too has a long
tradition of existence. So also Judaism, Christianity and Baha’ism have their followers
in India. As early as by the 12th century, India began to have Islamic bases as wave
after wave of Islamic groups came down to India. And the confluence of the two
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religions gradually produced a cultural syncretism, which is exemplified by the Urdu
language – an amalgam of Persian and Hindi. Out of the fusion of the two cultures
arose new religious denominations characterizing the Hindu-Islamic interface. The
best example of this synthesis is the Ahmediyas – a sect that abides by the Koran and
the Prophet, yet practicing idolatry, which is a decidedly Hindu custom. Ahmediyas
in some areas are not recognized as “proper Muslims” because of their syncretic
traditions, but then there are several Muslim communities in West Bengal who are not
derecognized as Muslims, even though they continue to worship of Hindu idols,
besides following Islam. Inter-faith convergence which is revealed here has its
parallels in other parts of India. Christianity came to India with St. Thomas who came
to India in 50 A.D. and brought the teachings of Jesus along with him – even before
the Messiah was adopted by Europe. Contacts between India and other cultures have
led to the spread of Indian religions throughout the world, resulting in the extensive
influence of Indian thought and practice on Southeast and East Asia in ancient times
and, more recently, in the diffusion of Indian religions to Europe and North America.
In the anthropological study of religion in India, the major emphasis has been on a
descriptive account of religious customs and their association with ethnic groups,
including the tribes, the themes of purity/pollution in relation to the caste system,
descriptive concepts relating to religious phenomena and the modernization processes.
Milton Singer who along with Robert Redfield and Surajit Sinha studied the
‘Anthropology of Indian Civilization’ states that the Great Tradition of Indian
Civilization may be identified with what Srinivas calls "Sanskritic Hinduism" which
has an all-India ‘spread’ and to which Monier-Williams called "Brahmanism". Singer
also used Srinivas's concepts of "All-India Hinduism", "Peninsular Hinduism",
"Regional Hinduism" and "Local Hinduism" in his various studies. Srinivas’s
"Sanskritization" model through which lower castes and tribal groups are brought into
the Hindu fold with elements from the Sanskritic tradition of Hinduism (Srinivas 1952,
1968), is clubbed together by Singer with model of "Hindu method of tribal
absorption" (N. K. Bose 1953). Singer uses the term “popular Hinduism” to include
within it numerous beliefs and religious practices observed among tribal people
including the worship of numerous godlings, animal sacrifice, witchcraft and magic
(Singer 1972).
‘Tribal religions’ indeed remained an essential element of Hinduism in the writings of
American and Indian anthropologists belonging to the Chicago School, and this
tendency largely survives. Singer as per his own admission is indeed not sure about
the basis and persistence of "Lower Level" popular Hinduism. Singer quotes Surajit
Sinha (1959) who says that "the culture of tribal India represents a "folk" dimension
of the “Little Tradition” of Hinduism, while the culture of Hindu peasantry represents
“a mixture of folk elements with elements from the greater and Sanskritic tradition of
Hinduism” ( Singer 1972). With new data that are with us now, it is felt that this whole
perspective indeed calls for a reappraisal. Little over a century ago, Alfred Lyall
(1899) wrote that ‘Brahmanism’ is all over India a necessary first stage for the outlying
tribes towards Indian civilization or admission to the citizenship of the ‘Great Hindu
community’. He pertinently stressed that such movement very rarely implied any
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ethical change or even a formal abandonment of one ritual for another, it is usually a
rapid sliding into Hindu customs and an attempt at social assimilation. Alfred's ideas
were seminal which were picked up and explored in regional situations by Indian
ethnographers later.
Alfred’s polemics were, however, part of a debate whether or not Brahmanism was a
proselytizing religion, which in turn would justify a similar role for Christianity in
India. Of the four major modes which H.H. Risley (1892) proposed as part of the
Hinduization process were “a tribe or its section enrolled as a caste, in the ranks of
Hinduism” and “a tribe is gradually converted to Hinduism without losing its tribal
designation or abandoning completely its tribal deities”. In fact perusal of Sir Alfred
Lyall’s (1899) description shows that Lyall had already spoken about them. Kulke has
made an important contribution in this regard, particularly by examining the Orissa
situation Indologically. At first, he narrates the stories of ‘tribal’ deities who become
Ishtadevatas or chosen tutelary deities of tribal chiefs, in Hindu-tribal frontier areas. It
is this intended intermixture of various levels within one cult, which makes these
deities so important in socio-religious context-provided this broader context has been
studied (Kulke 1993). In a recent review, K.S. Singh (2003) discards the views of the
Orientalists and anthropologists, who described ‘tribal religion’ in terms of a set of
‘primitive values’ surviving in Hindu religion, and the sureness of tribal religion being
swallowed up by major religions, acclaim equally made by Colonial scholars and
Indian anthropologists alike. In his view, nothing has happened. It was indeed J. H.
Hutton, an administrator-anthropologist, who was the first to have reconstructed tribal
religion as an integrated whole.
He is credited rightly with having liberated tribal religion from the waste paper basket
of ‘animism’, identified the parameters of its autonomy and the range of its linkages
with Hinduism. But like most Census officials he too was prone to describe tribal
religion as the “surplus material not yet built into the temple of Hinduism" (Hutton, J.
H. Census of India, 1931). Indeed W. G. Archer had at one stage blamed the Hindu
enumerators for returning tribals as Hindus, and pointed out that the census
questionnaire was even skewed to achieve this. One may speculate why this was not
contained. Singh however adds a corollary: Was this because the census enumerators
were only recording a process? Singh opines that many elements of tribal religion are
as alive, even vibrant as ever.
As studies have recently shown tribal religion has not lost its distinct identity in spite
of its long years of interaction with Hinduism and Christianity. It has maintained its
system of beliefs and practices including propitiation of spirits, magic and witchcraft,
its priesthood and its calendar of fairs and festivals, which reinforce the tribals' sense
of identity. Recent trends even suggest the revival of many of pristine elements of
tribal religion by those who have gone out of its fold. In fact branding variously preexisting religions of tribal communities, as "essential ingredients of Hinduism" will
be a serious negation of empirical findings. Several studies have revealed that the tribal
peoples in many parts of India closely resemble peasant societies; even though they
exist outside the Hindu social order. Continually pre-existing multi-religious, multilinguistic and multi-ethnic situations in India demand more value-free
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conceptualizations and objective models. Old theories indeed seem to serve the limited
purpose in our understanding of the multicultural Indian situation today. What indeed
lies behind India's multitudinousness are a variously and continuously interactive
process of discoverable interculturalism and a vibrant process of syncretism shaping
our composite culture.
1.3

BRAHMANIC TRADITIONS

The two systems of religious traditions namely, Shramana and Brahmana had been in
existence in India at the time of the Buddha around the 6th century B.C. They are
opposing each other. Those who could not adjust to life under the Brahmanic system
renounced the world. They were called Shramanas. They did not accept the authority
of the Vedas and Brahmins. They choose their Shramana status voluntarily, while
Brahmins inherited their priestly status. Brahmanism (also known as Vedic Religion)
is the belief system that developed from the Vedas during the Later Vedic
period which was characterized by the belief in the authority of the Vedas encouraged
by the priestly upper class i.e. Brahmins, who could read Sanskrit, the language of the
Vedas, whereas the lower classes could not.
The belief in one true God, Brahman (the ultimate reality of the universe), is at the
core of Hinduism. The supreme spirit is celebrated through the symbolism of the
‘Omm’. The central practice of Brahmanism is sacrifice while Moksha, the liberation,
bliss and unification with the Godhead, is the main mission.
Brahmanism as the ancient Indian religious tradition has emerged from the
earlier Vedic religion. In the early 1st millennium BC, Brahmanism emphasized the
rites performed by and the status of the Brahman, or priestly class as well as
speculation
about Brahman (the
Absolute
Reality)
as
theorized
in
the Upanishads (speculative philosophical texts that are considered to be part of
the Vedas, or scriptures). In contrast, the form of Hinduism that emerged after the
mid-1st millennium BC stressed devotion (Bhakti) to particular deities such
as Shiva and Vishnu.
During the 19th century, Western scholars of religion used the term Brahmanism in
reference to both the predominant position of the Brahmans and the importance given
to Brahman. The subsequent scholars depicted Brahmanism either as a historical stage
in the evolution of Brahmanism or as a distinct religious tradition. However, among
practicing Hindus, especially within India, Brahmanism is generally viewed as a part
of their tradition rather than as a separate religion.
1.3.1 Brahmanism and Hinduism
The term 'Brahmanism' was only coined by European scholars in the 16th century CE
and came to be used interchangeably with Hinduism. When one claims that
Brahmanism became Hinduism, one is remarking on significant developments in the
details of the belief system, not the underlying form, which was known to the ancient
priests and people, as it is by adherents today, as Sanatan Dharma. The universe was
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understood as having been ordered for a purpose by divine intelligence and each
individual had a part to play in that purpose. Hinduism showed the path of how a
person was to play their part.
As Koller notes that active religious understanding can encourage one to embrace or
to maintain distance from reality depending on how they perceive it. Hinduism
recognized this in allowing for enlightened detachment from the things of life while
also encouraging adherents to participate in all aspects fully as gifts from Brahman.
An adherent was, and is, expected to focus on life goals (Purusharthas) which take
three forms:




Artha – one’s home life, career, and material wealth.
Kama – love, sensuality, sexuality, physical pleasure.
Moksha – enlightenment, liberation, freedom through self-actualization.

Although all these are temporal pleasures, all individuals put their effort to attain the
goals needed to be attended to through one’s karma (action) performed in accordance
with one’s Dharma (duty). Each individual is given a duty to perform at birth,
something and if he fails to do so as he should in one life, he would be reincarnated to
return to earth in the cycle of rebirth and death and try again. This cycle of rebirth and
death is known as Samsara – a child’s game in which one repeats existence numerous
times until one finally understands and performs one’s karma in accordance with
one’s dharma. It is fully connected with one’s Atman (soul). This view is understood
as a complete vision of the creation of the universe and the explanation for the meaning
of an individual’s life. In contrast to it, around 600 BC, a number of Reformers rejected
the authority of the Vedas to form their own schools of thought with their own vision
of reality.
1.3.2 Brahmanism and the Nastika Schools
The concept of samsara suggested a hierarchy, which is explained by Lord Krishna in
the Bhagavad Gita (composed during 5th-2nd centuries BC) where He is pointing out
the three gunas (qualities) to Arjuna – states of being that exist in every individual and
either help or hinder one’s spiritual awareness and growth and moves on to discuss
the importance of dharma. To Krishna, the caste system (Varna vyavastha) is a part
of the Eternal Order which makes clear one’s dharma. The four varnas are:





Brahmana varna – the highest caste of priests, intellectuals, and teachers.
Kshatriya varna – warriors, protectors, guardians, police.
Vaishya varna – merchants, bankers, clerks, farmers.
Shudra varna – the lowest caste of unskilled workers, laborers, servants.

Below the Shudras are the Dalits, often referenced as the untouchables, who are
considered ritually unclean and are not included in the varna system.
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The Vedas were understood to support the varna system and were not to be challenged
as the Vedas were recognized as the word of the Creator. Around 600 BC, however,
thinkers began to object to the authoritative nature of the priests who were able to
interpret the Vedas, however, their service was indispensable as the people could not
read or understand Sanskrit. According to tradition, the words of Brahman had been
spoken in Sanskrit and recorded as they were heard and so the people routinely listened
to the priests chanting at and interpreting for them.
Initially, however, Brahmanism did not develop to control people but to answer their
questions regarding the origin of the universe and its place in it. The Vedas addressed
these questions directly and Brahmanism developed that vision to help people make
sense of what can often seem a disordered and chaotic world of random events
signifying nothing.
Since the mid-20th century, efforts have been made by Reformers to dismantle
disputed aspects of Brahmanism – particularly the elite status of the Brahmins – in the
interests of equality and fraternity. The reformer like B. R. Ambedkar (1891-1956)
campaigned against the discrimination against the Dalits denying them equal
opportunity in life and the decline in the original vision of Brahmanism in establishing
a divine being who cared for everyone equally and tracing a spark of itself inside every
individual.
1.3.3 Characteristics of Brahmanic Tradition
The special features of Brahman tradition are the consideration of Vedas. The Vedas
are considered as powerful and authoritative.
Brahman traditions were found on Varna dharma and Asrama dharma which means
belief in the four Castes i.e.Brahman, Ksatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra and follows the four
stages of life. Therefore, if anyone doesn’t belong to one of these four castes he or she
is not regarded as a human being. The Brahmanas are considered the most superior
among the castes because they were born from the mouth of Brahma (the first God or
the Creator in Hinduism).
The important thing in Brahman tradition is to sacrifice a large number of animals to
God in order to connect with a relationship who was in heaven and to get the blessing
of God to fulfill their needs. It means that sacrifice Yama (giving up unwanted things
of one’s heart) and transmigrating of merit to the soul of relationship is very popular
in Brahman tradition.
Women were not considered for equal freedom in society. They were limited to the
four walls of the house in order to look after the house and serve their husband.
In short, Brahmanas have one philosophy or one text i.e. they proclaimed themselves
as the creators or the God who live on the earth (Bhudeva). They accept invitations,
and they belong to the group who practise Dharma.
In this order, the Brahmins were privileged as intermediaries between deities and
followers and were considered as the protectors of the sacred learning found in the
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Vedas. The Shramanas rejected the authority of the Brahmins and opposed the
ritualistic orthodox ideas of the Brahmanas.
1.4

SHRAMANIC TRADITION

Shramanas refer to the ascetics and renouncers of ancient India who gave up worldly
life and practiced austerities (tapah) for liberation. They belonged to various
independent groups and movements which are collectively known as Shramanic
(Sramanic) or renouncer traditions. Although historians tend to draw a line between
Vedic and non-Vedic renouncer traditions and identify the Shramanic traditions
mainly as non-Vedic, the classification is artificial and may be incorrect.
The Shramanas rejected the Brahmanic norms of life. While rejecting the supreme
God divine, the Shramanas accepted the ascetic and the practice in the forest. They
did not believe in a ‘creator God’ and refused to perform sacrificial rites, rather they
emphasized human effort. In Shramanic tradition, there were several religious teachers
having divergent views. Most of them believed in the materialistic idea of the soul but
some teachers like Jains believed in past Karma (action). The Buddha also belonged
to the Shraman tradition whose teachings were different from the other teachers of
Shraman tradition. Women were given a better life under the Shraman tradition. They
were allowed to enter into ordination like Bhikkhuni Sasana (Nuns order). They were
able to renounce the householder life under the Shraman tradition. In the Brahman
tradition, women were regarded as servants of men, but in the Shraman, they were
able to find the truth or the way for liberation.
1.4.1 History of Shramana Traditions
Shramana traditions in ancient India were brought about by the ascetics who
renounced worldly life to search for the truth about life and the universe. They
included many groups, sects and varieties of opinions. The most famous among them
were the Buddhists, the Jains, the materialist Lokayatas and groups like the Ajivikas.
In the Brahmanical order, the Brahmins were privileged as intermediaries between
deities and followers and were considered as the protectors of the sacred learning
found in the Vedas. The Shramanas rejected the authority of the Brahmins and
opposed their ritualistic orthodox ideas.
The Sramanic traditions seemed to have gained momentum in the first half of the 1stmillennium BC, although some of them may be as old as some hymns of the Rig Veda.
As Gavin Flood pointed out, it is difficult to make a clear-cut distinction between
Vedic and non-Vedic history. It is true at least with regard to the influences which
shaped the later Vedic period and the available information does not “provide us with
an adequate picture of the religious and cultural life of that period spanning over half
a millennium.”
Before the advent or renouncer traditions, the Vedic tradition had the institution of
anchorites or hermits, who lived in seclusion, sometimes alone and sometimes with
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their families and disciples. They practiced austerities (tapahs) to attain purity of the
mind, body and spiritual powers (taposhakti). They were primarily ascetics, but not
renouncers in the strict sense of the term as they did not entirely give up the world or
worldly life.
References to early ascetics such as Rishis, Munis, are found in the Rig Veda and many
Upanishads such as the Brihadaranyaka and Mundaka Upanishads. It is possible that
in their formative stages Shaivism and Vaishnavism were also renouncer traditions,
with clear emphasis upon renunciation and asceticism as the means to liberation,
although subsequently, they seemed to have acquired theistic and devotional elements
due to the influence of Vedic and non-Vedic beliefs and practices such as Bhakti
(devotion), devotional worship (Paridhana), idol worship and domestic worship
(Puja).
The Early Developments
Ancient India witnessed the birth of many Sramanic traditions led by great saints and
seers, who were motivated by a strong desire to steer clear of the worldliness and
opportunism which crept in the Vedic traditions. To strike new paths and find
alternative approaches to salvation, they led religious and spiritual ideas and
speculative philosophies into newer directions, discarding at the same time the
orthodox practices of sacrificial rituals, human and animal sacrifices, and the outward
worship of gods and goddesses for worldly gains.
The early Shramanas lived in forests or wandered from place to place with the world
as their abode and the sky as their roof. They lived on alms and in abject penury,
possessing nothing except a few possessions to keep themselves alive, avoiding
contact with worldly people and past relations, abstaining from pleasures and
comforts, subjecting their minds and bodies to rigorous and at times excruciating
discipline, and practicing indifference and sameness to the dualities of life. They often
interacted with other ascetic groups and engaged in debates and discussions, but
mostly preferred to live in isolation, away from worldly influence and public attention.
The Shramana ascetics led austere and exemplary lives, practicing humanitarian
values such as compassion to all living beings. They focused upon attaining spiritual
purity, through austerities, renunciation of desires and the cultivation of virtues such
as nonviolence, truthfulness, non-stealing, non-possession, etc. They also rejected the
unjust caste system, the superiority and mediation of the priestly classes, and the
authority of the Vedas.
The Hindu Dharmashastras (the ancient sacred law books) probably incorporated
many beliefs and practices of Sramanic traditions in their formulation of the ideal code
of conduct for those who renounced worldly life and took up renunciation as
wandering ascetics or sanyasis either independently or as a part of the householder’s
Ashrama system. Although some believe that the idea of renunciation entered Vedism
through Shramanic traditions, there is no evidence to support it.
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There might have been some commingling of ideas and internal reforms. However,
Vedism seems to have its own tradition of renunciant practices since the time the
earliest Upanishads were composed. It is even possible that Shramanic traditions
freely borrowed ideas such as - meditation (dhyana), yoga, purification, liberation,
self-restraint, withdrawal of the mind, self-knowing, detachment, renunciation, etc.
from Vedism and improved upon them.
The Shramans of Sixth Century BC
The Shramanic traditions rose to zenith during the 6th century BC, around the time
Buddha and Mahavira were born. It was one of the most remarkable periods in the
history of India during which the subcontinent witnessed the rise of 16 principal States
(Mahajanapadas) ruled by monarchs and at least ten independent republics which were
governed by rulers who were chosen by people and local bodies (Sabhas).
Freedom of thought and diversity were the hallmarks of this period which resulted in
the flowering of numerous religious and spiritual movements, led by great spiritual
masters, who tried to break free from the weight of oppressive orthodoxy, the rigid
caste system, discriminatory practices and the stifling of free thought and freedom of
religious practice by privileged classes. S. Radhakrishnan described this period of
religious unrest and great diversity in the following words:
“Some thinkers identified mind and soul; others distinguished them from each other.
Some held to the supremacy of God, others to that of man. Some argued that we know
nothing about it; others flattered their audiences with mighty hopes and confident
assurances. Some were busy building elaborate metaphysical theories; others were
equally busy demolishing them. Many theories, independent of the Vedic tradition,
arose. There were Nigganthas or fetter-freed; the Samanas or the ascetics who did not
belong to the Brahminical order; those who sought peace of soul in the renunciation
of the world; those who practiced self-mortification denying themselves nourishment
for long periods; those who tried spiritual abstraction, the dialecticians, the
controversialists, the materialists and the skeptics, and those who are wise in their
own conceit like Saccaka, who had the audacity to say, ‘I know no Samana, no
Brahmana, no teacher, no master, no head of a school, even though he calls himself
the holy supreme Buddha, who, if he faces me in debate, would not totter, tremble,
quake, and from whom the sweat would not exude. And if I attacked a lifeless pillar
with my language, it would totter, tremble, quake; how much more a human being!’ It
was an age of speculative chaos, full of inconsistent theologies and vague
wranglings.”
1.4.2 The Six Shramanic Traditions
Of the numerous renunciant traditions which originated in India, only Buddhism and
Jainism survived. The rest were lost. Their numbers are difficult to determine, we do
not have any original texts of that period, and the information which we have about
them is fragmentary and very little. However, it appears that many Shramanic
traditions must have sprung up in an environment of great intellectual and spiritual
churning, just as the plethora of New Age Movements and Guru Traditions which exist
9

today. Many must have perished too in quick succession as new ideas and movements
appeared replacing the old and holding better promise. Some were probably
assimilated by the Vedic tradition, especially those which belonged to Shaiva,
Vaishnava, Shakta and Tantric traditions. The rest were lost.
Currently, we have knowledge of only a few Shramanic traditions which existed in
ancient India. Their memory is preserved in a few Jain and Buddhist texts as an
unintended consequence of their attempt to present them in a poor light in comparison
to their own with a certain bias. Hence, they cannot be accepted as authentic, accurate
or reliable sources of information. In the following discussion, the authors have used
the available information with some imagination and logic to present a coherent view
of their respective belief systems.
Ajivikas
One of the earliest Sramanic movements was probably that of Ajivikas. It was led by
Gosala Mankhaliputta, also mentioned in some texts as Maskarin Gośāla, Gosala
Mankhaliputta or Manthaliputra Goshalak. He was a popular teacher of his time and
remembered for his unconventional teachings. The Ajivkias believed in fatalism or
predeterminism, according to which the world was governed by the inexorable force
of Niyati (destiny), which could neither be changed nor controlled by anyone. Hence,
as their name implied, they lived passively, as if they were lifeless and lacked free
will, without exerting themselves and accepting whatever life or fate offered. The sect
flourished in the early Mauryan era in the Avanti and Anga regions, but subsequently
lost its momentum and disappeared around the seventh century AD.
Lokayatas
The materialistic traditions of ancient India are collectively placed under the generic
name, the Lokayatas, which meant those who accepted the finality of the world and
worldly life and rejected all notions of the afterlife. It is possible that many
materialistic traditions prevailed in ancient India, and we have lost their specific
names. Of them, the one that was led by Ajita Kesakambali seemed to have gained
some popularity, as it is mentioned in the Buddhist texts. It may be wrong to call him
a materialist in the western sense, because he led a very austere life of self-denial and
renunciation, giving up all material comforts, and wearing only a cloth made of human
hair to cover his body. According to the Buddhists texts, as quoted by Rhys-Davids,
he opposed sacrifices and ritual worship, disputed the Karma doctrine, acknowledged
only four elements rather than five, and considered death itself as the final liberation
from mortal life.
The Charvakas
By definition, the Charvakas, named after its founder Charvaka, also fall under the
category of the Lokayatas. However, because of their beliefs and practices, they stand
in their own right as a distinct Sramanic tradition. The Charvakas were pure atheists,
and like the Lokayatas denied the existence of an eternal soul or God. They recognized
only four elements and accepted wealth (artha) and enjoyment (kama) as the chief
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aims of human life. They believed that this world was final and there was no world
other than this. Hence, they also earned the distinction of Lokayatas. Since they did
not believe in soul, salvation or afterlife, and accepted death as final liberation, they
prescribed the uninhibited enjoyment of life as an ethical ideal and the highest purpose
of life.
The Sasvatavadins
They were the eternalists, who believed in the eternal existence of the seven basic
elements which made up reality, namely Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Joy, Sorrow and Life.
Pakudha Kaccāyana was either the founder of this Sramanic tradition or a prominent
teacher of it. He is believed to be a contemporary of the Buddha and Mahavira, just
like many other Shramanic teachers. According to Samannaphala Sutta, Pakhuda
taught that all existence arose from the combination of the seven basic elements or
building blocks. They were the cause of all, but without a cause, eternal, unmade,
irreducible, uncreated, non-interactive, stable, indestructible, immutable and
independent. Each being was an aggregation of these seven elements.
The Ahetuvadins
They believed in the amoral and purposeless nature of the soul, holding that actions
produced no fruit or karma. There was nothing moral or immoral, sinful or virtuous
about any actions since they produced no consequences for the souls. Purana Kassapa,
a contemporary of the Buddha and Mahavira, was either its founder or one of its
proponents. The tradition held that the soul was distinct from the body and did not
participate in any actions. Therefore, the moral and immoral actions of the body
produced no consequences for it. The Buddhist text, Samannaphala Sutta, quotes
Purana Kassapa stating that even if a person either directly or indirectly through others
engaged in immoral, unethical and criminal actions such as killing, torturing,
mutilating and stealing, no evil would accrue to him. The same happened in the case
of pious deeds also. In both cases, the soul remained untouched and pure since it did
not cause (ahetu) any of these actions.
The Ajnanis
The school believed in absolute or universal indeterminism, which meant that nothing
in the whole existence was certain or conclusive or firmly established. Everything
existed in a state of flux as a mixture of composite truths and realities. Sanjaya
Belatthiputta, a contemporary of the Buddha was said to be its proponent. He proposed
that it was impossible to know with certainty or draw a clear conclusion about any
truth or phenomena in the whole existence. One could not determine one or another
way, accept or deny, approve or disapprove of anything. Therefore, he suggested that
the best way to live in this world and avoid suffering was to suspend one’s judgment
and remain neutral. It is wrong to name the tradition as the tradition of ignorants
(Ajnanis). They were intelligent people, who for reasons of their own believed in the
impossibility of attaining indisputable, right knowledge, and accepted indeterminism,
doubt and uncertainty as to the facts of life and the truth of things. According to them,
there were no absolute or universal truths.
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Jainism and Buddhism
Historically, both Buddhism and Jainism are the only Shramanic traditions of ancient
India which survived until the present times. They follow two distinct approaches to
life and liberation. Jainism believes in eternal souls, eternal nature of life, and in the
practice of extreme austerities and penances, including self-mortification to achieve
liberation, while Buddhism believes in the impermanence of life, in the nonexistence
of soul and in the moderate, middle path as the royal path to Nirvana (liberation). Both
traditions gained immense popularity in ancient India. However, while Jainism
remained confined to certain areas in India with a limited following, Buddhism went
beyond the subcontinent and became immensely popular in the whole of Asia.
1.4.3 Religious Movement brought about by the Shramanas
 The emergence of new religions: All the Shramanas sects denied the
supremacy of philosophies of Vedic texts. Some of them like Budhha and
Mahavira got enlightenment through meditation and after realizing truth
propagated the right way of life to their followers.
 Simplifying the meaning of truth: In Vedic literature, the concept of truth
(Satya) was metaphysical and complex for common people to understand. Like
truth in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad is equated to Brahman which connotes
the highest Universal Principle, the Ultimate Reality in the universe.
Shramanas sought to simplify the meaning of truth like Buddha said there are
Four Noble Truths:
 The world is full of suffering.
 All sufferings have a cause: desire, ignorance and attachment are the causes of
sufferings.
 The suffering could be removed by destroying its cause.
 In order to end suffering one must know the right path. This Path is the Eight
Fold Path (Ashtangika Marga).
 More emphasis on karma than rituals: Shramanas held a view of Samsara
(world) as full of suffering (Duhkha). They practiced Ahimsa (‘non-violence’
or ‘non-injury), Eight Fold Paths and believed more in the principles of Karma
rather than rituals.
 Shramanas believed that the aim of human life should be Moksha (salvation)
and viewed rebirth as undesirable.
1.4.4 Social Changes Brought about by the Shramanas




Increase in power of the social groups of Vaishyas and Kshatriyas: With
the economic and political developments, the Vaishyas and the Kshatriyas
became more influential classes.
Unlike the Brahamincal order, Shramana traditions of Buddhism and Jainism
did not give much importance to the notion of birth for social status, they
attracted the Vaisyas and Kshatriyas to their fold.
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It is also to be noted that both Buddha and Mahavira came from the Kshatriya
class but in their search for answers to the pressing problems of society they
went beyond boundaries set by their birth.
Rejection of Caste system: Another reason for the rapid spread of Buddhism
and Jainism was their rejection of the existing caste system.

This egalitarian outlook of Shramanic traditions appealed to the masses, who were
exploited in the caste system like the Shudras, to leave the complex Brahmanism and
adopt simple doctrines of sects like Buddhism.




Change in royal patronage: The royal patronage by powerful kings like the
Kings of the Mauryan dynasty to these non-Brahmanical orders enabled
greater social acceptance. For example, After the Kalinga war, Ashoka
propagated Dhamma (universal and sacred morality) as the state policy of
Magadha on the basis of Buddhist teachings.
Promotion of social harmony: In Brahmanical traditions, wars were fought
among different tribes for performing different Yajnas (any rituals done such
as - sacrifice, devotion, worship, offering). This often wrecked the social
peace, the Shramanic traditions’ adherence to Ahimsa and support to universal
brotherhood seemed more appealing to the peace-loving societies

1.5 SUMMARY
Brahmanism, based on caste and gender hierarchy, resting over other traditions, all of
which could be collectively called Shramanism. These traditions, such as Nath, Tantra,
Siddha, Shaiva, Siddhanta and Bhakti, had values that were more inclusive. ...
Buddhism and Jainism also don't have a caste hierarchy. Opposing ‘Brahmanism’ does
not entail being ‘anti-Brahmin’. Anyone who adheres to the principles of the Indian
Constitution is automatically anti-Brahmanical. The central practice of Brahmanism
is sacrifice while Moksha, the liberation, bliss and unification with the Godhead, is the
main mission. While the terminology varies by the religious philosopher, Brahmanism
is considered to be the predecessor of Hinduism.
The Shramana movement was a Non-Vedic movement parallel to Vedic Hinduism in
ancient India. The Shramanas rejected the authority of the Brahmins and opposed the
ritualistic orthodox ideas of the Brahmanas., The Shramana tradition gave rise to
Jainism, Buddhism, and Yoga, and was responsible for the related concepts of Saṃsāra
(the cycle of birth and death) and moksha (liberation from that cycle).
1.6 EXERCISE
1. Examine the basic features of Brahmanic traditions in India.
2.Discuss the evolution of Shramanic traditions in India.
3.Discuss how the Shraman tradition marked the beginning of new religious and social
movements in ancient India?
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4. Draw a line of demarcation between Brahmanic and Shramanic traditions in India.
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2.1 OBJECTIVE

After studying this Unit you will be able to





Encourage global awareness and intercultural learning about key Muslim
traditions and customs in Islamic culture.
Identify the Five Pillars of Islam.
Analyze the History of Religious Syncretism in the West.
Assess the Syncretism between the Hindus and Muslims in Colonial and postColonial India.

2.2 INTRODUCTION
Islam is a major world religion propagated by the Prophet Muhammad in Arabia in
the 7th century CE. The Arabic term Islam literally referring to
“surrender,” illuminates the fundamental religious idea of Islam - that the believer
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(called a Muslim,) accepts surrender to the will of Allah (in Arabic, Allah: God). Allah
is viewed as the sole God-creator, sustainer, and restorer of the world. The will of
Allah to which human beings must submit is made known through
the sacred scriptures, the Quran (often spelled Koran in English), which Allah
revealed to his messenger, Muhammad. In Islam, Muhammad is considered the last of
a series of Prophets (including Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Solomon, and Jesus),
and his message simultaneously consummates and completes the “revelations”
attributed to earlier prophets.
Retaining its emphasis on uncompromising monotheism and strict adherence to
certain essential religious practices, the religion taught by Muhammad to a small group
of followers spread rapidly through the Middle East to Africa, Europe, the Indian
subcontinent, the Malay Peninsula, and China. By the early 21st century there were
more than 1.5 billion Muslims worldwide. Although many sectarian movements have
arisen within Islam, all Muslims are bound by a common faith and a sense of
belonging to a single community.
Islam is not just a belief system as many people view it. On the contrary, it is a culture and
a system governing all aspects of human existence. A comparison between Islam and other
religions, such as Judaism and Christianity shows that their practices are basically the same.
The few differences that are observed are a result of variations in religious beliefs. As such
it is fallacious to portray Islam in a negative light. The major aspects of Islamic culture are
justified and are guided by teachings in the Quran.
It is also evident that Muslims have made efforts to establish peaceful and functional
relations with people of other religions. Terrorism and other acts of intolerance are not
sanctioned by true Islamic teachings. On the contrary, they are the activities of criminal
elements that use religion to justify their actions. Islam is a peaceful religion. It should not
be unfairly judged on the basis of the actions of a few extremists. The conduct of such
individuals should be sanctioned individually instead of condemning the whole religion.
Syncretism refers to the amalgamation or attempted amalgamation of different
religions, cultures, or schools of thought. Thus "inter-faith dialogue can easily slip into
syncretism" Syncretism involves the merging or assimilation of several mythologies
or religions, thus asserting an underlying unity and allowing for an inclusive approach
to other faiths. Syncretism also occurs commonly in expressions of art and culture
(known as eclecticism) as well as politics (syncretic politics). It is particularly relevant
in the plural societies in Asia which encouraging followers of various religions to
borrow tenets from each other's traditions. Bentley has argued that syncretism has also
helped to create cultural compromise. It provides an opportunity to bring beliefs,
values, and customs from one cultural tradition into others.
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2.3 THE FOUNDATIONS OF ISLAM
From the very beginning of Islam, Muhammad had inculcated a sense of brotherhood
and a bond of faith among his followers, both of which helped to develop among them
a feeling of the close relationship that was accentuated by their experiences of
persecution as a nascent community in Mecca. The strong attachment to the tenets of
the Qurānic revelation and the conspicuous socio-economic content of Islamic
religious practices cemented this bond of faith. In 622 CE, when the Prophet migrated
to Medina, his preaching was soon accepted, and the community-state of Islam
emerged. During this early period, Islam acquired its characteristic ethos as a religion
uniting in itself both the spiritual and temporal aspects of life and seeking to regulate
not only the individual’s relationship to God (through conscience) but human
relationships in a social setting as well. Thus, there is not only an Islamic religious
institution but also an Islamic law, state, and other institutions governing society. Not
until the 20th century was the religious (private) and the secular (public) distinguished
by some Muslim thinkers and separated formally in certain places such as Turkey.
This dual religious and social character of Islam, expressing itself in one way as a
religious community commissioned by God to bring its own value system to the world
through the Jihād (“exertion” commonly translated as “holy war” or “holy struggle”),
explains the astonishing success of the early generations of Muslims. Within a century
after the Prophet’s death in 632 CE, they had brought a large part of the globe-from
Spain across Central Asia to India-under a new Arab Muslim empire.
The period of Islamic conquests and empire building marks the first phase of the
expansion of Islam as a religion. Islam’s essential egalitarianism within the
community of the faithful and its official discrimination against the followers of other
religions won rapid converts. Jews and Christians were assigned a special status
as communities possessing scriptures and were called the “people of the Book” (Ahl
al-kitāb) and, therefore, were allowed religious autonomy. They were, however,
required to pay a per capita tax called Jizyah, as opposed to pagans, who were required
to either accept Islam or die. The same status of the “people of the Book” was later
extended in particular times and places to Zoroastrians and Hindus, but many “people
of the Book” joined Islam in order to escape the disability of the Jizyah. A much more
massive expansion of Islam after the 12th century was inaugurated by
the Sufis (Muslim mystics), who were mainly responsible for the spread of Islam
in India, Central Asia, Turkey, and sub-Saharan Africa.
Besides the Jihad and Sufi missionary activity, another factor in the spread of Islam
was the far-ranging influence of Muslim traders, who not only introduced Islam quite
early to the Indian East coast and South India but also proved to be the main catalytic
agents (besides the Sufis) in converting people to Islam in Indonesia, Malaya, and
China. Islam was introduced to Indonesia in the 14th century, hardly having time to
consolidate itself there politically before the region came under Dutch hegemony.
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The vast variety of races and cultures embraced by Islam (an estimated total of more
than 1.5 billion persons worldwide in the early 21st century) has produced important
internal differences. All segments of Muslim society, however, are bound by a
common faith and a sense of belonging to a single community. With the loss of
political power during the period of Western Colonialism in the 19th and 20th
centuries, the concept of the Islamic community (Ummah), instead of weakening,
became stronger. The faith of Islam helped various Muslim peoples in their struggle
to gain political freedom in the mid-20th century, and the unity of Islam contributed
to later political solidarity.
2.3.1 Sources of Islamic Doctrinal and Social Views
Islamic doctrine, law, and thinking, in general, are based upon four sources, or
fundamental principles (uṣūl): (1) the Qurʾān, (2) the Sunnah (“Traditions”),
(3) ijmāʿ (“consensus”), and (4) ijtihād (“individual thought”).
The Qurʾān (literally, “reading” or “recitation”) is regarded as the verbatim word, or
speech, of God, delivered to Muhammad by the archangel Gabriel. Divided into 114
suras (chapters) of unequal length, it is the fundamental source of Islamic teaching.
The suras revealed at Mecca during the earliest part of Muhammad’s career are
concerned mostly with ethical and spiritual teachings and the Day of Judgment. The
suras revealed at Medina at a later period in the career of the Prophet are concerned
for the most part with social legislation and the politico-moral principles
for constituting and ordering the community.
Qurān
Sunnah (“a well-trodden path”) was used by pre-Islamic Arabs to denote their tribal
or common law. In Islam it came to mean the example of the Prophet - i.e., his words
and deeds as recorded in compilations known as Hadith (in Arabic, Ḥadīth: literally,
“report”; a collection of sayings attributed to the Prophet). Hadith provides the
written documentation of the Prophet’s words and deeds. Six of these collections,
compiled in the 3rd century AH (9th century CE), came to be regarded as
especially authoritative by the largest group in Islam, the Sunnis. Another large
group, the Shiʿah, has its own Hadith contained in four canonical collections.
The doctrine of ijmāʿ, or consensus, was introduced in the 8th century CE in order to
standardize legal theory and practice and to overcome individual and regional
differences of opinion. Though conceived as a “consensus of scholars,” ijmāʿ was in
actual practice a more fundamental operative factor. From the 3rd century AD,
ijmāʿ has amounted to a principle of stability in thinking; points on which consensus
was reached in practice were considered closed and further substantial questioning of
them prohibited. Accepted interpretations of the Qurʾān and the actual content of the
Sunnah (i.e., Hadith and theology) all rest finally on the ijmāʿ in the sense of the
acceptance of the authority of their community.
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Ijtihād, meaning “to endeavour” or “to exert effort,” was required to find the legal or
doctrinal solution to a new problem. In the early period of Islam, because ijtihād took
the form of individual opinion (raʾy), there was a wealth of conflicting and chaotic
opinions. In the 2nd century AH, ijtihād was replaced by qiyās (reasoning by strict
analogy), a formal procedure of deduction based on the texts of the Qurʾān and the
Hadith. The transformation of ijmāʿ into a conservative mechanism and the
acceptance of a definitive body of Hadith virtually closed the “gate of ijtihād”
in Sunni Islam, while ijtihād continued in Shiʿism. Nevertheless, certain outstanding
Muslim thinkers (e.g., al-Ghazālī in the 11th-12th century) continued to claim the right
of new ijtihād for themselves, and reformers in the 18th-20th centuries, because of
modern influences, caused this principle once more to receive wider acceptance.
2.3.2 Fundamental Practices and Institutions of Islam
The Five Pillars
During the earliest decades after the death of the Prophet, certain basic features of the
religio-social organization of Islam were singled out to serve as anchoring points of
the community’s life and formulated as the “Pillars of Islam.” To these five, the
Khārijite sect added a sixth pillar, the Jihad, which, however, was not accepted by the
general community.
The Shahādah, or Profession of Faith
The first pillar is the profession of faith: “There is no deity but God, and Muhammad
is the messenger of God,” upon which depends membership in the community. The
profession of faith must be recited at least once in one’s lifetime, aloud, correctly, and
purposively, with an understanding of its meaning and with an assent from the heart.
From this fundamental belief are derived beliefs in (1) angels (particularly Gabriel, the
Angel of Inspiration), (2) the revealed Book (the Qurʾān and the sacred books
of Judaism and Christianity), (3) a series of Prophets (among whom figures of Jewish
and Christian tradition are particularly eminent, although it is believed that God has
sent messengers to every nation), and (4) the Last Day (Day of Judgment).
Prayer
The second pillar consists of five daily canonical prayers. These prayers may be
offered individually if one is unable to go to the Mosque. The first prayer is performed
before sunrise, the second just after noon, the third in the late afternoon, the fourth
immediately after sunset, and the fifth before retiring to bed. At every change in
posture, “God is great” is recited. During the month of Ramadan, lengthy prayers
called tarāwīḥ are offered congregationally before retiring.
The Zakāt
The third pillar is the obligatory tax called zakāt (“purification,” indicating that such
a payment makes the rest of one’s wealth religiously and legally pure). This is the only
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permanent tax levied by the Qurʾān and is payable annually on food grains, cattle, and
cash after one year’s possession. The amount varies for different categories. Thus, on
grains and fruits, it is 10 percent if the land is watered by rain, 5 percent if the land is
watered artificially. On cash and precious metals, it is 21/2 percent. Zakāt is collectible
by the state and is to be used primarily for the poor.
After the breakup of Muslim religio-political power, payment of zakāt became a
matter of voluntary charity dependent on individual conscience. In the
modern Muslim world, it has been left up to the individual, except in some countries
(such as Saudi Arabia) where the Sharīʿah (Islamic law) is strictly maintained.
Fasting
Fasting during the month of Ramadan (the ninth month of the Muslim Lunar
Calendar), laid down in the Qurʾān, is the fourth pillar of the faith. Fasting begins at
daybreak and ends at sunset, and during the day eating, drinking, and smoking are
forbidden. The Qurʾān (2:185) states that it was in the month of Ramadan that the
Qurʾān was revealed. Another verse of the Qurʾān (97:1) states that it was revealed
“on the Night of Power,” which Muslims generally observe on one of the last ten
nights of Ramadan (usually the 27th night). For a person who is sick or on a journey,
fasting may be postponed until “another equal number of days.” The elderly and the
incurably sick are exempted through the daily feeding of one poor person if they have
the means.
The Hajj
The fifth pillar is the annual pilgrimage (hajj) to Mecca prescribed for every Muslim
once in a lifetime -“provided one can afford it” and provided a person has enough
provisions to leave for his family in his absence.
2.3.3 Major Characteristics of Islamic Culture and Tradition
1. God-centered or Theocentric: Islamic culture is God-centered. It upholds
strict Tawhid (monotheism). It believes in divine guidance that came through many
Prophets and messengers and finally through the Last Prophet Muhammad. It believes
in life after death and the Day of Judgment. It emphasizes worship and devotion:
prayers, fasting, Zakat and Hajj. It also upholds that Allah has allowed certain things
and has forbidden us certain things. It emphasizes Halal and avoids Haram.
2. Egalitarian, Tolerant and Fraternal: Islamic culture emphasizes that all people are
equal. It does not accept any colour bias or racialism. It believes in the worth and value
of all human beings and all creation of God. It believes in the freedom of religion and
accepts no compulsion in matters of religion.
Islamic culture is tolerant of people of all faiths, especially the People of the Book. It
believes that all Muslims are brothers and sisters. The sense of brotherhood in faith
must be very strong among Muslims, regardless of the geographic boundaries or
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changing political or economic conditions. It also keeps good relations with all human
beings, especially the neighbours.
3. Dignifying and Moralistic: Islamic culture places great emphasis on the dignity of
human beings and their morality. It emphasizes truthfulness, honesty, modesty
(Haya’), cleanliness or Taharah.
4. Non-exclusivist but Da`wah-oriented and Optimistic: Islamic culture emphasizes
promoting good things with wisdom and patience. It is not a dominating or colonizing
culture, but it is also not an exclusivist and isolationist culture.
Misconceptions Surrounding Islamic Teachings
Islam exists in a modern world characterized by emerging values. Different people regard
this religion differently depending on their association with it (Harvey & Allard, 2012). As
a result, there are a number of misconceptions associated with Islam. Women are at the
centre of these misinterpretations. For instance, many people in the Western world
misunderstand Islamic teachings on chastity. They believe that such conceptualizations are
aimed at oppressing the woman (Haneef, n.d). However, a critical analysis of the situation
reveals that the teachings are aimed at ensuring that women are not regarded as sex objects
by men.
Women are also said to be oppressed when they are asked to care for the widows and
orphans in the society. There may be some truth in this. However, it is important to note
that these vulnerable groups (widows and orphans) are part of a major global issue affecting
all countries in the world. As such, it is erroneous to regard the caring of these individuals
as an exclusive element of the Islamic nation.
Another common misconception is that Muslims do not believe in Jesus. The fact is that
adherents of this religion revere Christ. In addition, they acknowledge that he performed
miracles and was born to a virgin. However, they disagree that He was the son of God. In
spite of this, their disagreement should not be misconstrued to mean that they deny His
existence (Muhammed, n.d). Muslims are also believed to be supporters of violence and
terrorism. Such a view is unfair considering that they are also victims of this crime. Many
Muslims have lost family members to terrorist groups.
2.4 SYNCRETIC TRADITION IN INDIA
The Oxford English Dictionary defines ‘syncretism’ as ‘the amalgamation or
attempted amalgamation of different religions, cultures, or schools of thought.’ The
Encyclopedia of Social and Cultural Anthropology defines it as the hybridization or
amalgamation of two or more cultural traditions. It derives from modern Latin
syncretismus, drawing on Greek synkretismos, meaning "Cretan federation". The
Greek word occurs in Plutarch's essay on "Fraternal Love" in his Morals 2 (Shiletto
1898). He cites the example of the Cretans, who compromised and reconciled their
differences and came together in alliance when faced with external dangers.
Syncretism refers to the synthesis of different religious forms. When different
religious traditions encounter each other, they often influence and shape each other
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such that new belief systems and practices emerge. In the sociological understanding
of religion, syncretism is a contentious and contested term. It has undergone many
historical transformations in meaning. Some see it as a negative, ethnocentric label for
religious traditions (such as independent African Churches), which are considered to
be ‘impure’ or ‘inauthentic’ because they are permeated by local ideas and practices.
Again, diverse local variations of standard ‘world religions’ such as Christianity and
Islam are often pointed to as prime examples of syncretism in this critical sense,
especially in the writings of missionaries and theologians. The local ‘syncretistic’
version of Islam or Christianity may be seen by religious scholars as a deviant form of
religion as compared to its more standardized beliefs and interpretations. Yet in other
contexts, religious syncretism may have positive connotations as a form of resistance
to cultural dominance, as a link with a lost history, or as a means of establishing a
national identity in a multicultural state. In this instance, syncretism is seen in terms
of “a religious identity which resists a hegemonic understanding of a belief system”
(Stewart and Shaw, 1994). In the present era of displacement, migration, urbanization,
global capitalism and generally increasing ‘cultural compression’, syncretic processes
are multiplied and intensified.
Thus, religious syncretism is the blending of two or more religious belief systems into
a new system or the incorporation into a religious tradition of beliefs from unrelated
traditions. Such adherents sometimes see syncretism as a betrayal of their pure truth.
2.4.1 A Brief History of Religious Syncretism in the West and India
As mentioned above, syncretism was first found mentioned in early Greek thought in
the works of Plutarch. Syncretism re-emerged as a topic of discussion during the
Renaissance, when the rediscovery of classical authors, especially the Greek
philosophers Plato and Aristotle, began to influence the strictly theological readings
of Christian texts. Erasmus (1469–1536), one of the most prominent Renaissance
scholars of religion encouraged in his study of Christian theology the influence of
classical Greek thought. He viewed this as a positive achievement that strengthened
and enriched Christianity (Stewart and Shaw, 1994). The next historical context of the
term’s usage - in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries-reversed its early positive
associations. The syncretistic controversy was the theological debate provoked by the
efforts of Georg Calixtus and his supporters to secure a basis on which the Lutherans
could make overtures to the Roman Catholic and the Reformed Churches. It lasted
from 1640 to 1686. Calixtus, a professor at Helmstadt in Germany, had through his
travels in England, the Netherlands, Italy, and France, through his acquaintance with
the different Churches and their representatives, and through his extensive study,
developed a more friendly attitude towards the different religious bodies than the
majority of his contemporary Lutheran theologians. Repelled by the horrors of the
Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648), Calixtus called for toleration and ecclesiastical peace
between the confessions on the basis of a shared doctrinal foundation. The Syncretist
strife had the result of lessening religious hatred and of promoting mutual forbearance
between Catholicism and Protestantism (Strong and McClintock, 1880). Syncretism
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is not a determinate term with fixity of meaning; its implications have changed over
different historical periods. Therefore to simply state that religious traditions are
syncretic is not very helpful; all religions are manifested through diverse local
practices and continuously reconstituted through processes of synthesis. In order to
make this study more meaningful, we need to examine the role of power and agency.
At stake is the power to identify true religion and to authorize some practices as
‘truthful’ and others as ‘false’ (Van der Veer, 1994). If we recast the study of
syncretism as the politics of religious synthesis, one of the first issues which need to
be confronted is what we have termed ‘anti syncretism: the antagonism to religious
synthesis shown by agents concerned with the defence of religious boundaries
(Stewart and Shaw 1994). Anti-syncretism is seen in many nationalist/ethnic
movements that are premised upon a conception of ‘pure’ identity. Anti-syncretism is
also a feature of ‘fundamentalist’ understandings of religion which would see religious
synthesis as the effect of unwelcome foreign percolation in original doctrine. The
erasure of syncretism is also entailed by certain forms of multiculturalism in the USA.
The invention of American identity through the image of the ‘melting pot’ or the
diffusion of different cultures into one homeland seems syncretic. However the
American nation is predisposed towards certain denominators - white, Anglo-Saxon,
Protestant (WASP). WASP hegemony, as well as race relations, reveal a definite antisyncretic strain in the USA. Some scholars like Peter van der Veer (1994) argue
however that syncretism and multiculturalism can accommodate each other and are
applicable to countries like USA and India. Multiculturalism is a body of thought in
political philosophy about the proper way to respond to cultural and religious diversity.
Mere toleration of group differences is said to fall short of treating members of
minority groups as equal citizens; recognition and positive accommodation of group
differences are required through “group-differentiated rights,” a term coined by Will
Kymlicka (1995). Typically, a group-differentiated right is a right of a minority group
(or a member of such a group) to act or not act in a certain way in accordance with
their religious obligations and/or cultural commitments (Sarah Song, 2014). The
enjoyment of such rights is the benchmark for measuring how ‘syncretistic’ a society
is and the extent to which it accommodates religious and cultural diversity.
Syncretism and Religious Diversity in India
Religious syncretism in India is encapsulated by the phrase ‘unity in diversity’. Indian
civilization purports to be an amalgamation of different cultures, religions and
languages. The heterogeneity of Hinduism is said to provide a fertile ground for the
reception of different religions like Buddhism, Jainism, Christianity and Islam.
Religion in India is characterized by a diversity of religious beliefs and practices. The
Indian subcontinent is the birthplace of some of the world's major religions; namely
Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism. Throughout India's history, religion has
been an important part of the country's culture. Religious diversity and religious
tolerance are both established in the country by law and custom; the Constitution of
India has declared the right to freedom of religion to be a fundamental right. According
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to the 2011 census, 79.8% of the population of India practices Hinduism and 14.2%
adheres to Islam, while the remaining 6% adheres to other religions (Christianity,
Sikhism, Buddhism, Jainism and various indigenous ethnically-bound faiths).
Zoroastrianism and Judaism also have an ancient history in India, and each has several
thousands of Indian adherents. India has the largest population of people adhering to
Zoroastrianism (i.e. Parsis and Iranis) and Bahá'í Faith in the world, even though these
religions are not native to India. Many other world religions also have a relationship
with Indian spirituality, such as the Baha'i faith which recognizes Buddha and Krishna
as manifestations of the divine. The Sufi and Bhakti movements, the edicts of rulers
like Ashoka and Akbar have contributed to a pluralistic understanding of religion. An
example of religious eclecticism is ‘Din-e-Ilahi’ which implies ‘Religion of God’ in
Persian; it was a religious code of ethics formulated by emperor Akbar. It borrowed
heavily from Zoroastrianism, making light (Sun and fire) an object of divine worship
and reciting, as in Hinduism, the thousand Sanskrit names of the Sun. 8 The essence
of the idea of pluralism which naturally follows from the existence of religious
diversity is to ensure that every religious or social group is allowed its own cultural
space in which it has the right to practise its own beliefs and traditions. The existence
of religious pluralism depends on the existence of freedom of religion which is when
different religions of a particular region possess the same rights of worship and public
expression. Freedom of religion is weakened when one religion is given rights or 6
privileges and denied to others. Religious freedom did not exist in communist
countries where the state restricted or prevented the public expression of religious
beliefs and even persecuted individual religions. In some Middle Eastern countries
where they adhere to one particular religion, the pluralism is rather restricted if not
overtly curbed. As Amartya Sen writes (1993), “Being born as Indians, we find
ourselves in a culture that has had thousands of years of flourishing diversity, in a
community that is proud of its many major languages and literatures, in a polity that
tolerates dissent and a substantial heterogeneity of political ideas, and in a country
that has persistently tried to make room for different religious and—what is also
important to emphasize—diverse non-religious beliefs...What gives pluralism its value
is not the fact of its uniqueness in India, but its normative importance in enriching
societies wherever it occurs”. Cite reference
2.4.2 Religious Co-existence in Sufi and Bhakti Movements
Sufism as an ideology or form of devotion first developed in Central and West Asia
from where it spread in various directions. Most of the Sufis had a deep devotion to
God and many of them emphasize upon a simple life away from a vulgar display of
wealth. Sufism in India existed in the form of several Sufi sects or silsilas (orders)
such as the Chishti, Suhrawardy and Naqshbandi silsilas. The founder of the Chishti
sect, Muin-ud-Din Chishti (d.1236 AD) was another famous Sufi who came to the
Indian subcontinent in 1190 AD. At the popular level, there is a considerable
interpenetration of religious traditions, especially in tomb worship in Sufi Islam. The
sacred power of the Saint and his Tomb bring people of different communities to forms
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of syncretism that promote peace and reconciliation. (Van de Veer, 2015). Indeed,
syncretism is the most important channel of dealing with religious diversity, because
it crosses boundaries and allows hybridity 10. Particularly striking is the worship of
Muslim warrior-Saints (ghazi) by Hindus in India. The story of these warriors is at one
level that of conquest but at a deeper level one of martyrdom that is reminiscent of the
death of Jesus Christ on the cross and inspires similar devotion (Van de Veer, 2015).
The term “Bhakti” is defined as a devotion to a personal deity and its origin is traced
back to the Vaisnavism or Bhagvatism that developed in the post-Mauryan period. The
soul's aims are to reunite with God, a process which is variously termed as Mukti,
moksha or nirvana - emancipation from the cycle of birth and rebirth. Bhakti saints
like Ramananda, a Vaishnava, opened the doors of bhakti to all and even admitted the
devotees from the lower castes. Kabir abandoned Sanskrit and composed his hymns
in local dialects. He took a very radical stand by rejecting idol-worship, caste system,
pilgrimage, rituals and outward symbols of religious life. He not only attacked the
orthodox Brahmanical practices but also Islamic practices like performing Namaz,
visiting Mosques and so forth. Kabir maintained that God resides in the devotee’s
heart, hence a simple life, in a pure manner, is enough to know Him. Both Sufism and
Bhakti as reform movements attempted to redefine social and religious values. Saints
like Kabir and Guru Nanak stressed upon the reordering of society along egalitarian
lines. The interaction between the Bhakti and Sufi saints had an immense impact upon
Indian society. The Sufi theory of wahdat-al-wujud (Unity of Being) was remarkably
similar to that in the Hindu Upanishads. The importance of the Bhakti and Sufi Saints
lies in the new atmosphere created by them, which continued to affect the social,
religious and political life of India even in later centuries.
2.4.3 Syncretism between Hindus and Muslims in Colonial and Post-Colonial
India
The Partition of India in 1947 and the continuing violence between Hindus and
Muslims in many parts of India is a sharp contrast to the pluralistic notion of Indian
civilization. How does syncretism appear in such a divided polity? The answer to this
may be found in the congruent yet conflicting notions of civilization and nation. The
idea of an Indian civilization figured in its embryonic form in the nationalist writings
of R.G. Bhandarkar and Bankimchandra Chatterjee. It evolved in Mahatma Gandhi's
Hind Swaraj (1909) and Rabindranath Tagore's essays (published from 1902 to 1907)
and reached the pinnacle in Jawaharlal Nehru's The Discovery of India (1946). Gandhi
furthered the idea of the assimilative nature of Indian civilization; for him, the main
issue was the vast difference between the European and the ancient Indian civilization.
Gandhi recognized that India was a land of diversity and so he never substituted
‘Indian civilization' by ‘Hindu culture' or ‘Hindu civilization'. Later, the nationalist
perspective came to be based on Tagore's view that Indian civilization was ‘syncretic'
in nature. It was able to create unity amidst diversity, without obliterating the
uniqueness of the elements that composed it. In direct opposition to this was the
aggressiveness of the Western civilization, which tried to forcibly homogenize
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different cultures- a feature Tagore vehemently opposed. Nehru's position represented
a fine blending of Gandhi's and Tagore's. As Peter Van der Veer writes, ‘The notion
of the pluralist, tolerant nature of Indian civilization is not only held by India’s
nationalist leaders. It is complemented by the idea that there is a ‘folk culture’ or a
‘popular religion’ in India which is at the grassroots level ‘pluralistic’ and ‘tolerant’
(1994). According to Ashis Nandy (1990), the traditional pluralism of India is
reflected in religion as faith as compared to religion as ideology. He denotes faith in
terms of ‘religion as a way of life, a tradition which is definitionally non-monolithic
and operationally plural’. He denotes ideology in terms of ‘religion as a sub-national,
national or cross-national identifier of populations contesting for or protecting nonreligious, usually political or socio-economic, interests. Such religions-as-ideologies
usually get identified with one or more texts which, rather than the ways of life of the
believers, then become the final identifiers of the pure forms of the religions’ (1990).
Nandy and other post-Colonial scholars perceive the modern secularising project of
the nation-state as an artificial imposition upon the traditionally plural and syncretic
notions of mass religion in India.
The secular state in India is blamed for partially destroying this syncretic tradition and
unleashing in its stead a political culture that has led to sectarian strife and communal
violence. Nandy’s view formulates a certain hope that a more positive image of
religion can be salvaged from the contemporary, nasty facts of rising communal
violence in India (Van der Veer, 1994). A good example of this is a large
advertisement for the Hindu nationalist movement Vishwa Hindu Parishad in the
newspaper, The Times of India (13 February 1988), in which Hinduism is described
as the religion of Mankind, as ‘a parliament of religions and the very antithesis of
violence, terrorism [sic] and intolerance’. (Quoted in Van de Veer, 1994). In the light
of this critical study of Indian syncretism, Christopher Jaffrelot (1993) examines what
he terms as ‘strategic syncretism’ as the tool to build an ideology of Hindu nationalism.
Jaffrelot writes that the religious reform movements in the early 19th century along
with the formation of the Brahmo Samaj and the Arya Samaj were examples of
‘strategic syncretism’. He argues that reformers like Raja Rammohan Roy and Swami
Dayanand Saraswati wanted to reform as well as salvage Hinduism from the onslaught
of Western theological modernity and Christian proselytization. Accordingly,
Rammohan and Dayanand propounded the golden age of the Vedas where the
prevailing social and religious practices were free from the evils of idolatry and rigid
caste hierarchies. Jaffrelot calls this purported ‘golden age of the Vedas’ as the
‘invention of tradition’ by the socio-religious reform movements, borrowing the
famous coinage of Eric Hobsbawm (1993). Jaffrelot writes, ‘Rammohan Roy and
Dayanand ‘discover’ in the Vedas what they need to resist the Western influences.
This is an ideology of strategic syncretism: syncretism because there is a strong
intention to reform one’s society through the assimilation of Western values consistent
with the Hindu cultural equilibrium; and strategic syncretism since the equilibrium in
question remains the prime concern’. Jaffrelot argues that the sociological base of
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syncretism being used as a tool to maintain cultural equilibrium can be located among
the upper caste elite.
Even if we do not agree with Jaffrelot’s critique of syncretism, we would see that the
reform movements in the colonial era, such as the Arya Samaj, were influenced by the
monotheism of Christianity. Hence the Arya Samajists under Dayanand undertook
‘Shuddhi’ or purification ceremonies to enable converts to return to the fold of
Hinduism. These practices go against the pluralist understanding of Hinduism. The
Hindu nationalism evolved by these Arya Samajists, as an ideology, reached its
maturity in the 1920s within the Hindu Mahasabha (Jaffrelot 1993). Islam in India has
become woven into the very fabric of Indian civilization and culture. According to the
historian named Aziz Ahmad (1969), ‘Indian Islam represents a mosaic of demotic,
superstitious and syncretic beliefs, which movements of mass reform like that of the
Mujahidin in the nineteenth century have tried to erase, but not with complete success.’
The historian named Asim Roy describes in his book The Islamic Syncretistic
Tradition in Bengal (1983) that how syncretism came under attack by Islamic
reformist movements in nineteenth-century Bengal. Finally, the anthropologist named
Imtiaz Ahmad (1981) has argued that ‘the Islamic theological and philosophical
precepts and principles on the one hand and local, syncretic elements on the other’ are
integrated with Indian Islam. According to Francis Robinson (1983) and Imtiaz
Ahmad’s argument that high Islamic traditions and local, syncretic customs peacefully
coexist in one religious system derives from his wish to show that Indian Muslims
have their roots deep in Indian society and that they are therefore good and loyal
citizens of India. Robinson develops an alternative view by emphasizing a long-term
process of Islamicization by which local customs were infused with new meanings or
were eradicated. His interpretation attempts to show the gradual marginalization of
syncretic practices and the slow victory of what he calls ‘the pattern of perfection’
through reform, (Robinson 1983).
Syncretism in India is a descriptive term used for the pluralistic and heterogeneous
nature of religion. But this plurality has often been erased in the post-Colonial era, by
radical Hindutva outfits who seek to evolve a ‘pure’ Hinduism as the basis for
nationalism. In the Colonial era, syncretism was an instrumental adaptation of the
redeeming features of Christianity such as monotheism and a putative egalitarianism
10 for the reform of the Hindu social order. Syncretism is reflected in the proliferation
of Sufi shrines across the length and breadth of India, which often face incursions from
Hindutva outfits.
2.5 SUMMARY
In the beginning, the Muslims were both open and cautious. They borrowed and
integrated elements of other cultures into their own. The new religion of Islam, which
we will get to in a moment, adopted elements of Christian, Jewish, and pagan religious
beliefs and practices. The Muslims tolerated religious minorities within territories they
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had conquered so long as these minorities recognized Islamic political rule, paid taxes,
and did not proselytize among Muslims. Still, the Muslims were careful to protect the
purity of their religion, language, and law from any foreign influence. With the
passage of time, and with increased conflict with both Eastern and Western Christians,
this protective instinct grew stronger. In the end, Islamic culture did not penetrate the
West in the same way that Germanic culture did but would remain strange as well as
threatening to the West.
Two Traditions of Islam There are two main traditions in Islam: Sunni and Shi'ah.
The word 'Sunni' is related to the Arabic word Sunnah and means 'followers of the
Prophet's Sunnah or tradition'. Sunnis make up the majority of Muslims worldwide.


The Five Pillars – the declaration of faith (shahada), prayer (salah), alms-giving
(zakat), fasting (sawm), and pilgrimage (hajj) – constitute the basic norms of
Islamic practice. They are accepted by Muslims globally irrespective of ethnic,
regional or sectarian differences.
Six Main Beliefs of Islamism



Belief in Allah as the one and only God.



Belief in angels.



Belief in the holy books.



Belief in the Prophets e.g. Adam, Ibrahim (Abraham), Musa (Moses), Dawud (David),
Isa (Jesus).



Belief in the Day of Judgement.



Belief in Predestination.
The Sufi tradition of Islam was not only responsible for the perpetuation of the
Islamic religious beliefs and metaphysics but played also a significant role in the
spread of Islam in India. Non-ritualism and abstract monotheism as preached by the
Sufi saints and philosophers was not only appealing to the Hindu masses but also
tended to be in harmony with the forces of introversion and retreatism which had
overtaken the Hindu tradition after its loss of political power.
Many Muslim scholars and rulers made overt efforts to reconcile some aspects of the
Hindu tradition with Islam. Akbar attempted it through the introduction of a new
synthetic cult called Divine Faith (Din-e-ilahi) which was a mixture of Islam, Jainism,
Hinduism and Zoroastrianism. Dara Shikoh pleaded for the synthesis of Upanishadic
monotheism with that of Islam and emphasized the similarities between the two
traditions.
Among the literary figures, Amir Khusro did a great deal to interpret the endogenous
tradition of Hinduism to the Muslim world. In the sixteenth and seventeenth century’s
A.D., many Muslim poets and writers even chose to write in Hindi. Names of Jayasi,
Nabi, Qazi Mohammed Bahri, Shaykh Danyal Chishti, Shaykh Abdul Quaddus
Gangohi, Abdul Rahim Khan- e-Khana may be mentioned as representatives. Among
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Persian language poets, Faizi and Urfi were influenced by such syncretic cultural
appeals.
2.6 EXERCISE
1. Discuss the major characteristics of Islamic Culture and Tradition.
2. Examine the foundations of Islamic Tradition.
3. Analyse the religious co-existence found in Sufi and Bhakti Movements in India.
4. Explain the Syncretism between Hindus and Muslims in Colonial and postColonial India.
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